Both the federated approach and the mediator approach to database integration require that semantic di erences between schemas be resolved by a process of schema transformation. Data, queries and updates subsequently passed between schemas need to be transformed accordingly.
Introduction
Common to many methods for integrating heterogeneous data sources is the requirement for what is commonly termed logical integration 12, 5] of the data, due to variations in the design of database models for the same universe of discourse (UoD). This logical integration requires that we are able to transform models to equivalent (w.r.t. the UoD) models, and also to translate data, queries or updates on such models.
For example, DB1 may contain the relation person(name,sex,salary,maternity) where the maternity attribute is an optional value, set to true or false if sex=`F' and null otherwise. In contrast DB2, may contain two relations male(name,salary) and female(name,salary,maternity), and all attributes are mandatory. If DB1, and DB2 model the same UoD, we should nd that the sex attribute in DB1 takes two values, possibly`M' and`F', corresponding to the person name being male or female, giving us an example of the well-known equivalence between an attribute and a generalisation hierarchy 1]. We are then in a position to perform logical transformations such as the following:
The extension of DB1 person(`Peter',`M',10000,null), person(`Alex',`F',12000,false) can be used to populate an extension of DB2 male(`Peter',10000), female(`Alex',12000,false). A query person(X,`M',Y, ) on DB1 can be translated to a query male(X,Y) on DB2. An insertion of person(`Peter',`M',10000,null) into DB1 may be translated to an insertion male(`Peter',10000) into DB2.
The work in this paper focuses on providing a practical, yet formal, approach to logical integration which directly supports the data, query and update transformations illustrated above. Our previous work in this area 8, 10, 9] has provided a general formalism to underpin logical schema transformation and integration. In this paper we extend this work by providing schema transformations that are automatically reversible. As we will see, this allows the automatic translation of data, queries and updates between equivalent schemas. We also extend our schema transformations to operate between schemas representing overlapping but non-equivalent UoDs. This means that should two databases vary in their coverage of the UoD we are still able translate data, queries and updates over their common part of the UoD.
These two key features of our approach mean that it is equally applicable to all three main database interoperation architectures identi ed by 5] and illustrated in Figure 1 | we brie y review these below:
In the federation approach 12] , as supported by InterViso 13] for example, each database is represented by an export schema which is a view of the database expressed in a common data model (CDM). These export schemas are transformed and integrated to form one or more federated schemas. Users may make queries and possibly updates on the databases through the federated schema and may view the results though the federated schema.
The mediator approach 14] , as realised in the I-3 architecture 15] for example, is a development of the federation approach whereby the export schemas are replaced by wrappers, extended to include more functionality such as locking for concurrency control. The semantic integration performed by the federated schemas is replaced by mediators which apart from sourcing information from wrappers may also contact other mediators and provide some intelligence to allow negotiation between mediators to occur.
The work ow approach covers a very broad range of systems which are characterised by having some sort of messaging capability and some means of maintaining constraints and/or concurrency control. From the perspective of semantic transformations, this requires that we are able to at least transform update rules between databases, and also to view the data through a uniform schema to maintain constraints.
Clearly the mediator approach is the most demanding in its requirement for exibility in transforming data, queries and updates between di erent schemas, but all three approaches have in common the requirement to use the semantic schema transformations to transform data, queries and updates. However, practical implementations of database interoperation, such as InterViso 13], TSIMMIS 2] and Garlic 11, 4] , tend to be what may be termed query-processing oriented.
They focus on providing mechanisms by which a query can be submitted to the federated schema or mediator, and that query be translated to queries on the source databases. Our approach can be characterised as schema-equivalence oriented in that we focus on providing mechanisms for de ning the equivalence between database schemas, and on then using that equivalence to automatically perform whatever transformations on data, queries or updates are necessary. As we will see below, our approach has the further advantage of decomposing the transformation of schemas into a sequence of small steps, whereas the query-processing oriented approaches require that constructs in one schema are directly de ned in terms of those in the other schema. In our previous work 8, 9 , 10] we have provided a general, formal notion of schema equivalence and a set of primitive schema transformations that can be used to transform schemas into equivalent schemas. The basis of our approach is to build composite transformations from sequences of primitive addition, deletion and renaming transformations. In particular, each transformation that adds a new construct c to a schema carries a query which de nes the extent of c in terms of the extents of the existing constructs (so the new schema conveys no more information than the original one). In this paper we extend this approach to deletion transformations also, in that each transformation that deletes a construct c from a schema carries a query which allows the extent of c to be recovered if the reverse transformation be required (so the new schema conveys no less information than the original one). As we will see, this simple extension makes all schema transformations reversible and thereby allows the automatic translation of data, queries and updates between equivalent schemas.
The remainder of the paper is as follows. Section 2 rst describes the low-level graph-based data model that underpins our approach and de nes the primitive transformations on schemas expressed in this data model. We show how these transformations are automatically reversible, and hence how they allow automatic database migration and wrapping. Section 3 shows how this lowlevel framework can support a practical higher-level ER common data model. We de ne schemas in this model and primitive transformations on them in terms of the lower-level graph-based schemas and their primitive transformations. We show how schema transformations at this higher semantic level are also reversible and can thus be used for automatic database migration and wrapping. Section 4 describes a prototype schema integration tool that supports this functionality and gives several examples illustrating our approach. Section 5 describes how transformations between nonequivalent schemas can also be handled by the tool and Section 6 discusses how we can extend our work to automatically translate constraints, deductive rules and active rules. Finally, Section 7 gives our concluding remarks and directions for further work.
Overview of the Framework
We begin this section with an overview of our schema transformation framework, including the notions of schemas, instances and schema equivalence (Section 2.1), the primitive schema transformations (Section 2.2) and composite schema transformations (Section 2.3). More details of this material can be found in 10]. We then show how schema transformations are automatically reversible and can therefore be used to automatically migrate or wrap database applications (Section 2.4 and 2.5).
Schemas, Instances and Schema Equivalence
A schema is a triple hNodes; Edges; Constraintsi. The rst two components of a schema de ne a labelled, directed, nested hypergraph | nested in the sense that hyperedges can themselves participate in hyperedges. This nesting is needed in order to support relations as rst-class objects in higher-level data models, for example in order to allow relations to have attributes. The third component of a schema states any extra constraints that all instances of the schema must satisfy.
In our framework, schema equivalence is not an absolute notion but is dependent on the language, L, that maps between the conceptual schema and the database extension.
An instance, I, of a schema is a set of sets. An extent for each member of Nodes Edges can be derived by means of an expression in L over the sets of I (point (i) of De nition 2 below). In order to support updates to the instance, this mapping should be reversible, in the sense that each set of I can be derived by means of some expression in L over the extents of the schema's nodes and edges (point (ii) in De nition 2). The instance should satisfy the appropriate domain constraints as well as any additional constraints in the schema (points (iii) and (iv) in De nition 2). Before formally de ning schemas, instances, and schema equivalence, we require some preliminary de nitions:
V als is the set of possible values that can appear within instances. Names is the set of possible names for schema nodes and edges. The constant Null is a member of Names. Schemes is the set of all possible schema nodes and edges and is de ned recursively as follows:
{ Names Schemes { hn 0 ; n 1 ; : : : ; n m i 2 Schemes if m 1, n 0 2 Names, and n i 2 Schemes for all 1 i m. Seq(T) is the set of nite sequences of members of T, for any set T. P(T) is powerset of a set T.
Queries is the set of queries expressible in L. BoolQueries is the set of boolean-valued queries expressible in L.
V ARS(q) denotes the set of variables of a query q, and satis es V ARS(q) Schemes. 
Schema transformations
A model is a triple hS; I; Ext S;I i where S is a schema, I is an instance of S and Ext S;I is an extension mapping from S to I. Each primitive transformation takes a model and a further parameter and returns a new model i.e. it is a function of type ArgType ! Models ! Models, where Models is the set of all models and ArgType is another argument type which di ers for di erent transformations. Each primitive transformation has a proviso associated with it which states when the transformation is successful i.e. when it returns a model. An unsuccessful transformation returns an \unde ned" value, denoted by . The result of applying any transformation to is .
We list the primitive transformations in De nition 5 below describing the e ect that each one has on the input model. Formal de nitions of these transformations may be found in 10]. There are two minor but signi cant di erences between the transformations we give here and those given in 10]. Firstly, the delNode and delEdge transformations now require a restoring query for the deleted node or edge to be speci ed. Secondly, addition and deletion transformations are only successful if the construct being added (deleted) does not exist (exists) in the schema, and similarly renamings of constructs must be to new names. As we will see in Section 2.4 below, these changes are necessary in order to be able to automatically derive the reverse transformation to the original model. This in turn allows data and query migration and translation to be automatically supported, as we will see in Section 2.5 below.
We recall that Queries is the set of queries expressible in L. Given a schema S = hNodes; Edges; Constraintsi, a model hS; I; Ext S;I i, and a query q such that V ARS(q) Nodes Edges, then if V ARS(q) = fv 1 ; : : : ; v n g the value of q is q v 1 =Ext S;I (v 1 ); : : : ; v n =Ext S;I (v n )]. by the value of the query. It is successful provided a node of that name does not already exist.
6. delNode : (Names Queries) ! Models ! Models deletes a node. The query shows how the extent of the deleted node could be recovered from those of the remaining schema items (thus, property (ii) of De nition 2 will not be violated by setting the extent of the deleted node to be unde ned). This transformation is successful provided the node exists and participates in no edges.
7. addEdge : ((Names Seq(Schemes)) Queries) ! Models ! Models adds a new edge between a sequence of existing schemes. The extent of the edge is given by the value of the query. This transformation is successful provided the edge does not already exist, the participating schemes exist, and the extent of the edge satis es the appropriate domain constraints.
8. delEdge : ((Names Seq(Schemes)) Queries) ! Models ! Models deletes an edge.
The query shows how the extent of the deleted edge could be recovered from those of the remaining schema items (thus, property (ii) of De nition 2 will not be violated by setting the extent of the deleted edge to be unde ned). This transformation is successful provided the edge exists and participates in no edges.
Notice that the instance component of the input model is left unchanged by every primitive transformation, and only the schema component and the extension mapping may be changed. We denote by Schema(t; S) the schema that results by applying the primitive transformation t to any model of S. For each of the primitive transformations of De nition 5 we can de ne a new transformation that takes as an extra argument a condition which must be satis ed in order for the transformation to be successful. These extended transformations are needed in order to express transformations that require constraints to be satis ed by instances of the input schema additional to those recorded within the schema itself. We use the same name for both the 2-parameter and the 3-parameter versions of the primitive transformations since the number of arguments distinguishes which version is being used. Thus, each 3-parameter version, op, is de ned in terms of the 2-parameter one An alternative scenario is that an existing database is being \wrapped" by a new, equivalent schema. The old schema and extension carry on being operational but clients are able to interact with them via the new schema. In this case, we will see below how the transformation from S 1 to S 2 can be used to automatically:
(iv) translate queries posed on S 2 to queries posed on S 1 ; (v) translate updates posed on S 2 to updates posed on S 1 .
Data migration
Suppose a schema S 1 is transformed into an equivalent one S 2 and we wish to automatically migrate the current extension of S 1 to S 2 . Consider rst the case that S 1 is transformed to S 2 by a single primitive transformation. The only cases we need to consider are the addition of a new node or edge: addNode hn; qi: the new node n is populated by evaluating q on the extension of S 1 . addEdge he; qi: the new edge e is similarly populated by evaluating q on the extension of S 1 .
For composite transformations, a new extent is generated each time an addNode or addEdge transformation is applied.
For example, if S 1 is transformed to S 2 by means of T S1;S2 in Example 2 then the queries speci ed in the rst and second steps of T S1;S2 can be used to automatically derive Ext S2;I : Ext S2;I (dept) = fmaths; compscig Ext S2;I (hNull; person; depti) = fhx; mathsi j x 2 Ext S1;I (mathematician)g fhx; compscii j x 2 Ext S1;I (compScientist)g
Notice that Ext S2;I is precisely as de ned in Example 1, except that it has now been automatically derived from the schema transformation steps. For composite transformations, the above substitutions are successively applied in order to obtain the nal migrated query q 2 .
Consider now an update u 1 posed on S 1 , taking one of the following general forms, where q is a query, n a node of S 1 and e an edge of S 1 :
insert q n; insert q e; delete q n; delete q e Then exactly the same substitutions as for queries above can be applied to u 1 in order to obtain an equivalent update u 2 posed on S 2 . Of course u 2 will be unambiguous only if S 1 is an updateable view of S 2 , otherwise all the usual problems associated with view updates 3, 6] will need to be addressed. insert Bob fx j hx; mathsi 2 hNull; person; deptig and this update has the unambiguous meaning that the tuple hBob; mathsi should be added to the extent of hNull; person; depti.
Query and Update translation
Suppose now a schema S 1 is transformed into an equivalent one S 2 but that the extension of S 1 is not migrated to S 2 . Then we can automatically translate queries and updates posed on S 2 to ones posed on S 1 , as follows.
We rst automatically derive the reverse transformation from S 2 to S 1 , as shown in Section 2.4. In order to translate queries posed on S 2 to queries posed on S 1 we then use exactly the same method as for migrating queries from S 1 to S 2 in Section 2.5.2 above, except that now it is with reference to the reverse transformation. Updates posed on S 2 are similarly be translated to updates posed on S 1 and will be unambiguous if S 2 is an updateable view of S 1 .
An ER Common Data Model
We now illustrate how our low-level framework can support a higher-level, practical common data model. This is a simple ER data model with binary relationships and generalisation hierarchies. In 10] we show how our framework can support a much richer ER data model with n-ary relations, attributes on relations, and complex attributes. 10], together with 9], show the semantic richness of our framework by de ning, and thereby formalising, the main ER schema equivalences that have appeared in literature. We do not repeat this work here and instead focus on the reversibility of ER schema transformations, and hence on the fact that they can be used to migrate or wrap databases whose schemas are de ned using an ER data model.
ER Schemas and Schema Transformations
De nition 7 An ER schema, S, is a quadruple hEnts; Gens; Atts; Assocsi where:
Ents Names is the set of entity-type names. Gens GenType Seq(Names) is the set of generalisations. There is a tuple in Gens of the form ht; e; e 1 ; : : : ; e n i if entity type e is a generalisation of entity types e 1 ; : : : ; e n . The generalisation is partial/total according to whether the value of t is partial/total. We assume that the directed graph induced by Gens is acyclic. Atts Names is the set of attribute names.
Assocs Names Seq(Schemes) Seq(Cards) is the set of associations, where:
(i) For each relationship between 2 entity types e 1 ; e 2 hhNull; e; ai; q assoc i; delNode ha; q att i add G hpartial; e; e 1 ; : : : ; e n i which adds this generalisation to the schema, provided that the extents of e 1 ; : : : ; e n are disjoint and contained within the extent of e: addConstraint 81 i n : e i e; addConstraint 81 i < j n : e i \ e j = ; add G htotal; e; e 1 ; : : : ; e n i is equivalent to add G hpartial; e; e 1 ; : : : ; e n i with the additional constraint that e 1 ; : : : ; e n completely cover e: addConstraint 81 i n : e i e; addConstraint 81 i < j n : e i \ e j = ;; addConstraint e = S n i=1 e i 1 We use some short-hand notation for expressing cardinality constraints on associations, in that makeCard hn 0 ; n 1 ; n 2 ; l 1 :u 1 ; l 2 :u 2 i denotes the following cardinality constraint on the association hn 0 ; n 1 ; n 2 i: (8s 1 2 n 1 : l 1 jfsjs 2 hn 0 ; n 1 ; n 2 i^n 1 (s) = s 1 gj u 1 )^(8s 2 
Migrating and Wrapping databases
Migration and wrapping are handled in exactly the same way at this higher semantic level as in the low-level framework. For data migration, new constructs created by add E , add A or add R transformations are populated by evaluating the supplied query (add G transformations simply add a number of constraints to the schema and do not have an associated extent). For query and update migration from the original to the resulting schema, we apply renamings and substitute occurrences of a deleted entity, attribute or relationship by their restoring query. For query and update translation from the resulting to the original schema, we use the same technique but with reference to the reverse transformation. Several examples of migrating and wrapping at this higher semantic level are given in the next section, where we describe a prototype schema integration tool.
A Prototype ER Schema Integration Tool
We have implemented a prototype ER schema integration tool that supports the functionality described in the previous section, with some minor The tool also also provides a set of renaming transformations, but we will not be using these for our examples here and refer the reader to 7] for details of them. The parameters of the above primitive transformations have the following meaning:
Scheme identi es the subject construct. This is the construct being added or deleted by the transformation. Scheme Ss is what we term the subject schema of the transformation and Sn is the non-subject schema of the transformation. For addition transformations Sn is the input schema of the transformation (the one not containing the subject construct) and Ss is the output schema. Conversely, for deletion transformations Ss is the input schema (the one containing the subject construct) and Sn is the output schema.
Card is a pair of cardinality constraints CSn and CSs give constraints, placed on Sn and Ss respectively, which must be satis ed for the transformation to be successful. The tool here extends the theoretical treatment given in previous sections by allowing the user to provide constraints on both the input and the output schema, as opposed to just the former. This makes the transformations between schemas bi-directional, as opposed to uni-directional, and there is really no distinction between the input and the output schemas.
Query is a query expression over the non-subject schema which de nes the extent of the subject construct. The syntax of a Query is: 
Data migration
Example 7 below shows how the extent of each construct in s2 is de ned in terms of the extents of constructs in s1, together with which step (if any) of the transformation from s1 to s2 is used. Example 8 similarly shows how the extent of each construct in s1 is de ned in terms of the extents of constructs in s2, together with which step of the transformation from s2 to s1 is used.
Example 7 Migrating data from s1 to s2 s2 s1
Step Insert into s2 Step Insert into s1 5 Transforming non-equivalent schemas So far we have described how to transform between unconditionally or conditionally equivalent schemas. However, even when two databases are designed to hold the same information, it is likely that they will di er slightly and will not be precisely equivalent. We now de ne four more low-level transformations to deal with such situations. If a schema S 2 contains a construct (i.e. node or edge in the low-level framework) which cannot be derived from a schema S 1 , we say that S 2 is formed by extending S 1 with that construct, giving the value void as the query that creates the extent of the new construct. The reverse transformation involves contracting S 2 to obtain S 1 , and the query is again void indicating that the deleted construct cannot be restored from S 1 . The four new low-level transformations are de ned in terms of the existing ones as follows:
extendNode n = addNode hn; voidi extendEdge e = addEdge he; voidi contractNode n = delNode hn; voidi contractEdge e = delEdge he; voidi 7 
Conclusions
In this paper we have described a formal framework for schema transformations which allows the reverse transformation to be derived automatically from a forward transformation. This reversibility allows data, queries and updates to be automatically migrated or translated in either direction between two equivalent schemas S 1 and S 2 provided that a transformation between them has been de ned. We have demonstrated how the approach can also be used when S 1 and S 2 are not equivalent. We have also illustrated the approach in use in a simple prototype schema integration tool.
Our approach is readily applicable within all the main database interoperation architectures since, once a transformation between two schemas has been established, any data, query or update can be migrated or translated in either direction between the two schemas. Thus, our approach can be used to automatically generate those parts of wrappers that handle the translation between di erent semantic models. It can also be used to help handle changes in source databases: if a change of a database schema S to a schema S 0 is represented by a transformation from S to S 0 then any query that previously was used on S can be automatically translated to a query on S 0 .
Our future work will follow several directions:
Embedding the Primitive Transformations into a Programming Language: The primitive transformations are easily extended into a full programming language for writing schema transformation programs e.g. by adding an iteration construct, a conditional branching construct, and procedures. This would allow the de nition of more exible general-purpose transformations. For example, our prototype tool 7] provides a composite transformation template which translates between any attribute with an extent of two values and a generalisation hierarchy containing two sub-classes (e.g. the person-sex example in this paper).
With a more powerful programming language this facility could be extended to handle n values in the attribute and n sub-classes.
A Graphical Tool: The prototype tool we have described here can be used as the basis for a far more sophisticated tool, for example one supprting the graphical display and manipulation of schemas and the de nition of templates for composite transformations. Handling multiple modelling languages: We have demonstrated here and in 10] how our low-level graph-based data model can support a wide range of semantic data models. A simple extension to our approach would be to allow several semantic modelling languages to be handled at once, allowing our formalism (and tools based upon it) to translate schemas expressed in di erent modelling languages.
